Dr. Shirley's Greek Courses
Grammar
The Future Indicative Active of the Regular Verb
_________________________________________________________________________________________

The Future Tense is used for
1. An action which is yet to happen - it is expected that it will happen sometime in the future. This is referred
to as the "Punctilinear Future"
2. An action which is expected to continue into the future. This is referred to as the "Linear Future"
3. Aphorisms, such as proverbs, eg. "What a man sows, that he will reap". This is referred to as the
"Aphoristic Future"
4. An intention, or command, or wish for an action to be performed. This is referred to as the "Volitional
Future". It is used often in the Septuagint, and so is found in some of the quotations from the OT given in
the NT.
The Future Active may be formed in one of three ways :
1. by adding a s to the stem, followed by the same endings that are used for the Present Tense.
2. by using a shorter stem
3. by using a different stem

1.A

Addition of a sigma to the present stem :
I will loose
you will loose
he will loose

lusw
luseij
lusei

lusomen
lusete
lusousin

we will loose
you will loose
they will loose

1.B
Contract Verbs (whose stem ends in a vowel) :
The vowel appears, as it is separated from the personal endings by the sigma.
The vowel is usually broadened : a to h , e to h, o to w ( kalew and derivatives are exceptions)

agapaw I love

poiew I do, make kalew I call

plhrow I fill, fulfil

a)gaphsw
a)gaphsei
a)gaphseij

poihsw
poihseij
poihsei

kalesw
kaleseij
kalesei

plhrwsw
plhrwseij
plhrwsei

a)gaphsomen
a)gaphsete
a)gaphsousin

poihsomen
poihsete
poihsousin

kalesomen
kalesete
kalesousin

plhrwsomen
plhrwsete
plhrwsousin

1C. Stems ending in Gutturals ( k, g, x ), Labials ( p, b, f ), Dentals ( t, d, q ) :
k, g, x with s give c
p, b, f with s give y
t, d, q with s give s
1D. Liquid Stems ( ending in l, m, n or r ) do not have the sigma.
Their Future tenses have the same or similar spelling as the Present, but the accent usually shifts
from the stem to the personal ending.

2. Shorter Stems are usually the same as, or similar to, the Aorist Stem.
3. Different Stems just have to be learnt.
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